About Remotium, division of Avast Software:

Remotium solves a host of security problems by using a unique virtual instance technology that runs mobile applications on public or private clouds and streams the visualization elements to the mobile devices, creating a secure virtual work phone/tablet environment within a personal one. Therefore enterprise data is never stored on the end device. Additionally content sensitive enterprise applications such as email, calendar, contacts, browser, Salesforce, Box, Workday and others are instrumented on runtime to prevent exploitation and malicious behavior.

We have been recently acquired by Avast! security software and expect to significantly expand our team by the end of the year.

About the job:  

Keywords:

QA Engineer  
QA / Testing / Application Testing

Responsibilities:

● Work closely with development team to review requirements and functional specifications;
● Troubleshoot and find potential application defects and bugs;
● Development of testing support tools and test automation in Python - functional, stress, regression and acceptance tests;
● Accurately record defects and bugs in our tracking system;
● Ensure quality of products for customer usability;

Requirements:

● 3 years in QA working within software industry;
● A passion for technology and attention to detail;
● Focus on product quality and an understanding of product usage scenarios;
● Strong communication and collaboration skills;
● Ability to work in a team;

Good to have (not required):

● Experience in an agile development environment;
● Experience with web testing frameworks Selenium, Django REST, MongoDB, or Redis;

Perks and benefits:

● An interesting job with an international team of security veterans;
● A fun, cordial work environment with catered lunches and a fully stocked kitchen;
● Flexible working hours;
● A great work and life balance. Support for your personal development goals;
● Benefits - Health insurance, 401k;

Contact regarding the position:

● utku@remotium.com